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DTS User Group Minutes– 152nd Meeting  

06th September 2019  

Skype Meeting 

  
In Attendance (Voting):  

Name Group Votes 

Kevin Woollard Supply Licence Holders 1 

Jonny Moore Supply Licence Holders 1 

Matt Townson-Jones Supply Licence Holders 1 

Graham Wilcox Supply Licence Holders 1 

Walter Hood  Distribution Licence Holders 1 

Paul Hart  Distribution Licence Holders 1 

Jacqui Barton - Alternate for Tracey Pitcher  Distribution License Holders 1 

Matt Wood ELEXON 1 

Meg Wong All Other Users 1 

 

In Attendance (non-voting):    

Paul Gath (PG)  ElectraLink  

Andy Bard – Open session only MRASCo  

Paul Linnane (PL)  ElectraLink  

Duncan Betts (DB) ElectraLink  

Dan Hopkinson (DH) ElectraLink  

Alan Gregory (AG) ElectraLink 

 

Apologies:    

Tracey Pitcher Distribution License Holders 

Alex Dorobantu Supply Licence Holders 

Mark Pearce ElectraLink 

Gordon Drake  ElectraLink 

 

 

 Total Votes at meeting: 9 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 The Chair welcomed the attendees. It was confirmed that this is an Interim meeting and the meeting 

had a quorum. 

2 REVIEW OF MINUTES FOR MEETING 151 

2.1 The open minutes for meeting 151 were agreed by the group without amendment. The actions were 
reviewed, and details are contained in the last section of this document. Agenda for meeting 152 
were also agreed. 

3 CSS CONNECT ADAPTOR 

3.1 Introduction to CSS adaptor – PG introduced to work already carried out with DCC and 
described the options for getting into the CSS.  

• Public internet; 

• VPN – being Xoserve and Gamma; and 

• CSS Adaptors – this is where ElectraLink’s CSSConnect adaptor is positioned. 

3.2 PG and AG presented to the group; the slide pack will be issued with these minutes. 

3.3 The following points and questions were discussed by the group: 

• Does Ofgem approve of ElectraLink providing an adaptor under the terms proposed 
within the presentation? PG confirmed that Ofgem is fully aware of ElectraLink’s 
intentions to provide a CSS adaptor under the terms of the DTSA.  

• How many customers have expressed an interest in using the ElectraLink CSSConnect 
adaptor?  PG responded with 11 so far. 

• One User Group member queried the balance between the number of Users who had 
expressed an interest and the likely cost to develop and provide the service, querying 
whether development of this service could be justified. PG explained that many of 
the services provided under the terms of the DTSA are not used by all DTS Users, 
quoting enhanced validation, DFlowPortal and a number of WebTools as examples. 
The whole premise of a central service like the DTS is that the services support the 
efficient operation of the market for the benefit of all Users, even if some parts of the 
service are only used by a subset of Users. PG went on to say that even the general 
data transfer element is not used by all market participants, confirming that use of 
the DTS is only mandated for the gas supplier flows, not any of the electricity flows. 

• PF went on to confirm that the cost of providing the CSS adaptor would be included 
in the cost recovery services which drive the publication of Indicative Pricing, as laid 
out in the Data Transfer Services Agreement (DTSA). Furthermore, a draft budget 
would be issued for comment in line with the DTSA and formal pricing for 2020 
would be issued in December 2019. In response to a clarification question, PG said 
that it would be impossible to identify the costs of providing the adaptor, because 
the technology to enable its development formed part of the wider EMDH 
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procurement, as outlined in previous updates to the DTS User Group and the Industry 
Issues Advisory Group (IIAG). As requirements are being refined, additional costs are 
being identified to build the actual adaptor solution. The User Group asked 
ElectraLink to identify these adaptor-specific costs in the budget paper. One member 
asked whether these costs could be produced sooner than the budget paper and PG 
agreed to investigate whether this could be done.  

• One member reported on a recent Ofgem meeting where a discussion had taken 
place about the different commercial models being proposed by adaptor providers. 
PG stated that he was not aware of the discussion but agreed to contact Ofgem to 
discuss this further. 

• One member questioned whether the costs should be socialised across all Users or 
just those Users who choose to use the option. PG reiterated that is not the basis on 
which other parts of the service have been designed and funded.  

• One member confirmed that there was value in ElectraLink providing this central 
service and asked about the impact of ElectraLink withdrawing the option at this late 
stage in the process. PG reminded the group that Ofgem is supportive of ElectraLink 
providing this service via an adaptor solution. ElectraLink worked with Ofgem and the 
DCC to explain why the DTS network cannot be broken down into constituent 
components and this led to the DCC and Ofgem including an adaptor option for 
connecting to the Central Switching Service. 

• Following a statement of support for ElectraLink providing this central solution under 
the DTSA, DH also commented that the DTS is a low cost of entry to the market and 
the ElectraLink CSS adaptor, provided at an incremental cost, will continue to support 
cost effective market entry. Ofgem does not want the Central Switching Solution to 
burden industry with unnecessary cost.  

• ElectraLink was asked how confident it is that the adaptor be ready to test in Q1 
2020. PG and AG both confirmed that the plan is challenging but achievable. PG also 
stated that the overall Switching Programme is likely to be re-planned by Ofgem, 
following the delay to the approval of the interface documentation.  

3.4 Finally, PG reiterated the schedule for production of indicative pricing (end September), the 
draft budget (no sooner than 60 working days from the end of the year and no later than 30 
working days from the end of the year, as well as confirmed DTS Charges for 2020 by the end 
of December 2019.  

4 ENERGY MARKET DATA HUB UPDATE   

4.1 DH provided an update to the User Group, confirming that the CSS adaptor, in its current 
form, was not in the original EMDH plan. The development of the CSS adaptor will not affect 
the delivery of the EMDH transition. They are not intrinsically linked. 

4.2 Overall, the EMDH transition project is progressing to plan. The test phase is being planned 
for Q4 2019 with parallel running scheduled for Q4 2019 – Q1 2020.  

4.3 Overall, the project is on track for delivery in 2020 Q1, including a buffer period before the 
current service ends. 
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5 AOB 

5.1 PG announced the next meeting is scheduled for the 15th October and will be a full, quarterly 
meeting, including a review of recent service performance.  

5.2 One Member asked a question about DTS validation. PG explained the options at a high level 
and recommended that the Member should contact the ElectraLink helpdesk for more 
information. 

5.3 Two attendees reported problems with accessing the skype call. PG apologised, explaining 
that this would be corrected for the next meeting. 

NEXT MEETING: 15 OCTOBER 2019. 
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6  SUMMARY OF ACTIONS 

This section provides details of actions placed at User Group Meetings.  

Actions that were agreed as closed at previous meetings are not reported here. 

Each action has been assigned a unique identifier, in the format UG/NN/MMM, where: 

• UG - User Group; 

• NN - User Group meeting number; 

• MMM or MM - Action number from that meeting. 

New and open actions  

Identifier   Description & Updates  Who  Raised  

 

UG-146-02 

Raise the provision of longer-term forecasting (3 years) as a DTSA change.  

12/03/19: PG stated that this activity will be undertaken as part of the planning cycle later 

in the year. PG informed the group that a number of DTSA changes will be proposed in 

2019 to support the introduction of the CSS. The changes required to provide this request 

will be wrapped into the same consultation.  

 

06/09/19: Carried forward to later in 2019. 

ElectraLink  

 

4/12/18  

UG-149-01 ElectraLink to discuss with Deloitte the scope and timing of an audit to assess ElectraLink’s 

allocation of costs in line with the discussion in section 4 above. This would include 

discussion of the proposed approach, confirmation of a mutually-acceptable audit 

timetable, and agreement of costs for the work involved in conducting the audit and 

preparing a report. 

 

06/09/19: Having completed audit planning, Deloitte’s on-site audit work commenced 
w/c 19/08/19.  All requested items have been provided and to-date the informal update 
has been that the work was progressing well, and no material issues had been 
discovered.  There has been, however, an unforeseen delay as during last week the Audit 

ElectraLink 12/03/19 
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Manager unexpectedly had to take immediate personal leave and has not yet 

returned. ElectraLink expects the final pieces of the work, including the audit report, to 

be completed within the next few weeks. 

UG-152-01 Ensure that future meeting Skype arrangements are correctly reported to all Members 

and suitable phone numbers distributed. 

ElectraLink 06/09/2019 

UG-152-02 Consider whether incremental CSS adaptor costs can be shared with User Group members before 
the draft budget is published. 

 

ElectraLink 06/09/2019 

UG-152-03 Contact Ofgem to reconfirm suitability of ElectraLink’s CSS adaptor service. ElectraLink 06/09/2019 

 


